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SPARSIFICATION BASED LEARNING ON NOISY DATASETS
PRASHANT SHEKHAR AND ABANI PATRA
Abstract. We propose a hierarchical learning strategy aimed at generating
sparse representations and associated models for large noisy datasets. The
hierarchy follows from approximation spaces identified at successively finer
scales. For promoting model generalization at each scale, we also introduce
a novel, projection based penalty operator across multiple dimension, using
permutation operators for incorporating proximity and ordering information.
The paper presents a detailed analysis of approximation properties in the re-
construction Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (RKHS) with emphasis on
optimality and consistency of predictions and behavior of error functionals
associated with the produced sparse representations. Results show the per-
formance of the approach as a data reduction and modeling strategy on both
synthetic (univariate and multivariate) and real datasets (time series). The
sparse model for the test datasets, generated by the presented approach, is
also shown to efficiently reconstruct the underlying process and preserve gen-
eralizability.
1. Introduction
Hierarchical learning traditionally involves a sequence of operations based on
some hierarchy, for making useful inferences from data. Bayesian hierarchical mod-
els for example usually involve a hierarchy of three model classes, the data model,
the process model and finally the parameter model [3, 13]. This forms a hierarchy
for the updating scheme of the parameters as learning happens sequentially over
time. Multiscale models also have an inbuilt hierarchy of approximations, and var-
ious research works try to make joint inference on data, by combining these model
components in some intelligent fashion [4, 23]. Hierarchical models also have paral-
lels to deep learning models which implement sequential function compositions to
learn a data generation mechanism [29, 26].
Motivated by these diverse applications, we present a hierarchical structure of
competing regularization networks [19, 39, 38], that make inferences over the ob-
served data. The chosen network has to satisfy the criteria of highest generalizable
performance with least model complexity [24]. The requirement of least complex-
ity also allows for generation of a sparse representation for the dataset, making our
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approach suitable for data reduction problems [14, 48, 52]. 1Our approach intro-
duces a scale parameter s and defines a mapping between s and the corresponding
approximation space Hs in the hierarchy of spaces considered. The main idea of
exploiting the inherent correlation structure in the data at multiple levels follows
directly from [43]. However, the notion of convergence used in [43] fails if the ob-
servations are reported with sampling noise. We have addressed the problem of
sparse modeling for such noisy datasets in a similar hierarchical setting.
1.1. Problem setup and definition. Let Y = (y1, y2, .., yn) ∈ Rn are discrete
data values observed at X = (x1, x2, ...., xn) ∈ Rn×d. Considering some true under-
lying process f : Rd → R, the values in Y can be regarded as noisy versions of f |X
(yi = f(xi)+noise). We further consider two additional sets. First set Ωx contains
the data points xi at which the observations were made (xi ∈ X ⊂ Ωx ⊂ Rd). The
observations are samples from a second set, Ωy (yi ∈ Y ⊂ Ωy ⊂ R). Now, for a
fixed element of Ωx, we expect a probabilistic distribution on Ωy. Hence a joint
probability distribution p(x, y) can be defined on Ωx × Ωy. Therefore our training
data D = {(xi, yi) ∈ Ωx ×Ωy}ni=1 can be thought of as a result of n samples (i.i.d)
from Ωx × Ωy according to the distribution p(x, y).
Given such a random noisy data sample D, we propose a strategy for data
reduction and learning through intelligent sparsification. Data reduction seeks to
find a smaller sparse subset Xs ⊆ X, that is sufficient for providing acceptable
approximations to the underlying process f |X while also generalizing predictions
to unseen data points x(∈ Ωx) 6∈ X. The learning part is justified by the sparse
model produced by the proposed approach, that exclusively uses the subset Xs
to make these predictions. Hence in essence, our approach makes the following
transformation to the input data
(1.1) full dataset⇒ sparse representation+ sparse model
Therefore, the proposed approach can be used to replace large noisy datasets
with a smaller subset and an associated model that can be used to make all future
predictions. The strategy may also be used to construct effective surrogates of
complex computer models by sampling outputs. We note the strategy is provably
good for prediction in the domain of observation.
1.2. Proposed solution framework. Given such a problem setup, we are re-
quired to learn a function fˆ ∈ H (native Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Spaces (
RKHS)) which is closest (within some measure) to being the underlying process
generating observations Y at X. For dealing with the ill-posedness of the problem
of fitting noisy data, additional smoothness constraints are applied. Thus we have
the following variational problem as our objective
(1.2) fˆ = arg min
f˜∈H
[
1
n
V (Y, f˜ |X) + λ · ζ(f˜)
]
Here V (·, ·) is a loss function and ζ(f˜) = ||Zf˜ ||2H is called a stabilizer, where Z
usually is a differential operator and || · ||H is the native RKHS norm. For example,
if we make the following choices in 1-dimension
1 The code for the proposed approach is available online https://github.com/
pshekhar-tufts/Hierarchical_noisy.git
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(1.3) V (Y, f˜ |X) =
n∑
i=1
(yi − f˜i)2 and ζ(f˜) = ||Zf˜ ||2 =
∫
Ωx
[
d2f˜(x)
dx2
]2
dx
then the function which minimizes (1.2) is a spline [50, 27]. Also λ in (1.2)
is the regularization parameter which maintains a balance between approximation
accuracy and smoothness. We obtain the classical (L2) regularization network
if we use squared error loss (as in (1.3)) in formulation (1.2). [39] revealed this
relationship between algorithms implementing regularization induced smoothness,
with Multilayer Neural Networks.
Work presented here proposes to extend the hierarchical algorithm from [43] to
noisy datasets by solving the variational problem (1.2) at multiple scales (equivalent
to fitting multiple competing regularization networks) and inferring the network (in-
dexed by scale) that is most appropriately able to model the observations reported.
The measure of ‘appropriateness’ will be discussed in more detail in the following
sections. Given the random sample of data D = {(xi, yi) ∈ Ωx × Ωy}ni=1, our
approach considers a sequence of scale dependent RKHS Hs, with an associated
kernel Ks : Rd×Rd → R, allowing (for each scale s) us to write a noisy data model
of the form
(1.4) Y = T sf + ε
Here ε ∼ N(0, σ2εI) ∈ Rn is a generic error term at each scale, with function f
∈ Hs (assumed) being the true latent process to be inferred. T s is an evaluation
functional defined as T sf = (f1, f2, ...fn)T ∈ Rn. As evaluation functionals are
bounded and linear in RKHS, therefore T s ∈ B(Hs,Rn). Hence given data D, our
approach fits the model of type (1.4) by considering a sequence of scale dependent
approximation spaces Hs (to infer f ∈ Hs). More specifics on Hs are provided in
the subsequent sections. The scale s with the best approximation (Asf : Rd → R
where Asf ∈ Hs) to f (among the discretized scales considered in the scale space)
is then returned as the convergence scale (t).
While generating scale dependent models for the data, our hierarchical approach
also creates a series of corresponding sparse subsets (X1, X2, ...., Xs, ..) which consist
of representative data points from X (Xs ⊆ X) [9, 46] chosen intelligently by the
algorithm. The cardinality (number of data points) of these subsets follow the
relation
|X1| ≤ |X2| ≤ .... ≤ |Xs| ≤ ..|X|; where | · | is the cardinality operator
Here, it should be noted that the the approximations (Asf) : Rd → R at each
scale only use the datapoints in the corresponding sparse subset Xs. This enables
efficient inference from a reduced version of the original dataset D and justifies the
transformation in (1.1).
The scope of application of the ideas presented in this paper is general in both
problems targeted and proposed approach, with relations to many other research
problems. For example, multiresolution analysis provides one of the earliest refer-
ences on multiscale processing of datasets [35, 15]. There is also a rich literature
on geometric data analysis with diffusion maps incorporating the ideas of multi-
scale analysis [11, 12, 34]. The hierarchy in our approximation spaces is closely
related to Hierarchical Radial Basis Functions (HRBF) [21, 6]. These research
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works focus on combining models at multiple scales to appropriately capture an
underlying process. This idea of multiscale basis functions also forms the founda-
tion in more recent works like [4], where the authors project the error orthogonal
to the approximation space of previous scales to the next scale. This idea was also
explored before by [23]. For our problem, since we are targeting noisy data, instead
of combining the scales to reduce fitting error, we consider one scale at a time and
incorporate an additional regularization parameter that promotes generalization.
Since our approach generates data driven hierarchical basis functions belonging to
RKHS, therefore the proposed approach is also related to work such as [10] and [1],
where the authors consider data dependent multiscale dictionaries that generalize
wavelets in geometric sense. The physics based models have utilized the idea of
multilevel modeling through multigrid methods [7, 44]. There are many related pa-
pers in the general field of data analysis and machine learning (see for e.g. [25, 32]
) relating the idea to our approach. Since, the current work focuses on generating
hierarchical basis functions, it is also closely related to works such as [5, 28] that
implement the idea of sparse grids for data analysis and learning tasks.
1.3. Contributions. The principal contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:
• A hierarchical approach to data reduction and modeling using a sparse
representation of the dataset is introduced. This enables us to replace a
large noisy datasets with its sparse representation and an associated model
for making any future predictions and generalizations.
• The paper also proposes a novel type of smoothing penalty in multiple
dimensions based on projections. This is achieved through a set of permu-
tation operators for implementing localized penalties of varying degree.
• The paper also develops and presents theoretical foundations for the ap-
proximation and consistency properties of the proposed algorithm. This is
followed by a detailed analysis of bounds on approximation operators and
error in mean approximations.
2. Hierarchical learning approach
In our previous work [43], building on the work in [4], we introduced and devel-
oped a methodology of data reduction (for noiseless data) through efficient basis
construction exploiting the correlation structure present in the data. This algo-
rithm was based on getting a relevant set of trial functions sampled as columns
from a discrete kernel function. The scale at which these basis functions were able
to efficiently approximate the observed data in the least square sense was consid-
ered as the convergence scale. The approach constructed a sequence of scale (s)
dependent approximations (represented as (A1f), (A2f), (A3f), .., (Asf), ...) to the
unknown function f : Rd → R by considering a hierarchy of approximation spaces
Hs. Each of these approximations used a subset of dataset X1, X2, X3, ...Xs, .. ⊆ X
respectively for learning. Since the data was noiseless (f |X was directly observed
instead of Y ), the target function was projected on the sampled basis at each scale
by solving the following optimization problem
(2.1) Asf = arg min
f˜∈Γs
[
V (f |X , f˜ |X)
]
= arg min
f˜∈Γs
[
||f |X − f˜ |X ||22
]
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Here Γs is the subspace defined at each scale s in the native RKHS as
(2.2) Γs = span{Ks(., xi) : xi ∈ Xs} ≈ span{Ks(., xj) : xj ∈ X} Xs ⊆ X
with Ks(·, ·) being the reproducing kernel for the RKHS Hs [8, 51, 2] and for-
mulation (2.1) being the standard problem of orthogonal projection [42].
In the this paper we extend this idea to noisy datasets, where models cannot rely
completely on the observations (as they are corrupted with noise). So we amelio-
rate the effect of noise by introducing a penalty function for inducing smoothness
(under the common assumption that noise induces false rapid fluctuations [50])
thus obtaining the following constrained projection formulation (same as the L2
regularization network functional as in (1.2)).
(2.3) Asf = arg min
f˜∈Γs
[
1
n
||Y − T sf˜ ||22 + λs||Jsf˜ ||2Hs
]
Here Js is a suitable projection operator on [Γ
s] (a particular choice of ζ(·))
which allows efficient penalization (regularization) of sharp changes in f˜ . T s is
a evaluation functional defined in (1.4). The solution to (2.3) has a form Asf =∑|Xs|
i=1 θˆiK
s(·, xi) (from [37], xi ∈ Xs), with θˆi being suitable basis weights mini-
mizing the cost objective 2.3 and Ks being the reproducing kernel for Hs.
2.1. Regularization structure. Following standard procedures in kernel based
approximation methods [37, 50], it is often desirable to only penalize certain specific
functions in Hs and keep the rest of the functions unpenalized (which is achieved
precisely by the projection operator Js in (2.3)). Let Hs,0 = span{ψ0, ψ1, ...., ψp1}
be a subspace of Hs containing these unpenalized functions with its orthogonal
complement Hs,1 (Hs,1 = H⊥s,0 = span{φ0, φ1, ...., φp2}) spanned by the functions
whose behavior needs to be constrained. Therefore Hs = Hs,0
⊕Hs,1 (also p1 +
p2 = |Xs|). Coming back to (2.3), we conclude that a suitable Js has Hs,0 as its null
space with Hs,1 being its projection or range space. [2] also showed that Hs,0 and
Hs,1 are themselves valid RKHS with suitable Kernels Ks0 and Ks1 respectively such
that Ks = Ks0 +K
s
1 . The projection operator Js can take various forms [27, 18, 47],
however for our hierarchical approach we have chosen to implement a difference
operator based penalty on the projections across each dimension (similar to the one
used by [18]). For better understanding of the penalty operator, consider a Relation
R ( ≤: less-than-or-equal) [36] defined on the domain set Ωx ⊂ R (univariate
approximation) such that Ωx is partially ordered by R. Therefore corresponding to
each x ∈ Ωx, we can define a function Ks(·, x) and associate a weight θx with it,
making weights a function of the continuous variable x (θx is used in the penalty
definition in (2.4) and (2.5)). Now considering the discrete case and applying the
same ordering R on Θsqr = {θxi |xi ∈ Xs}, represented as Θsx = PesxΘsqr. Here
Pesx is the permutation operator at scale s in the x-direction (enforcing relation
R) and Θsqr is the set of coordinates for the bases set spanning the approximation
space Γs. The initial ordering of θxi ∈ Θsqr is determined by the ordering of the
corresponding basis functions in the bases set. In the current research we implement
the penalization of sharp changes by constraining the behavior of basis functions
at data points (xi) in close proximity (as per the ordering induced by R) to vary
in a smooth manner. This is achieved by constraining the rate of change of the
weights of these basis functions. Thus for a univariate function f˜ = BsΘsqr (where
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Bs is the spanning basis for Γs), we consider the following proxies for the first and
second order derivative based penalties.
(2.4) ζ(f˜)q=1 =
∫
Ωx
[
dθx
dx
]2
dx ≈ ||D1Θsx||2 = ΘsqrTPesxTD1TD1PesxΘsqr
(2.5) ζ(f˜)q=2 =
∫
Ωx
[
d2θx
dx2
]2
dx ≈ ||D2Θsx||2 = ΘsqrTPesxTD2TD2PesxΘsqr
Here Dq is a difference operator of order q on Θsx. Beginning with the difference
operator for individual θi ∈ Θsx (represented as ∆q for qth order penalty) we have
∆1θi = θi − θi−1
∆2θi = ∆
1(∆1θi) = θi − 2θi−1 + θi−2
...
∆qθi = ∆
1(∆q−1θi)
And in matrix form, ∆q represented as Dq can be expressed as follows (consid-
ering 5 basis functions and q = 1, 2 respectively as example)
D1 =

−1 1 0 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0
0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 −1 1
 D2 =
 1 −2 1 0 00 1 −2 1 0
0 0 1 −2 1

Based on the requirement, it is straightforward to come up difference operators
for higher order penalties (Dq for q > 2). It should be noted that (2.4) and (2.5)
indeed define a seminorm on the space Hs, again confirming the fact that these
norms are evaluated in some subspace of Hs (just penalizing the projection in the
subspace Hs,1).
Coming back to problem (2.3), the loss function and the stabilizing operator can
be represented as
(2.6) V = ||Y − T sf˜ ||22 = ||Y −BsΘsqr||22
(2.7) ζ(f˜)q = Θ
s
qr
TPesx
TDqTDqPesxΘ
s
qr
Now putting (2.6) and (2.7) in (2.3) leads to the following modified formulation
for univariate approximations
(2.8) min
Θsqr∈R|Xs|
[
1
n
||Y −BsΘsqr||22 + λsΘsqrTPesxTDqTDqPesxΘsqr
]
For modeling in higher dimensions, we put independent penalties in each di-
mension in a similar way as before. Let Θsi is the ordering of the weight vector
as per the Relation ≤ on coordinates in the ith dimension and Pesi is the corre-
sponding permutation operator which transforms Θsqr (Θ
s
i = Pe
s
iΘ
s
qr). Also let
Q = [q1, q2, ...qd] be the vector of order of penalties across each of the dimensions
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Figure 1. Nature of penalty for 2-D basis functions imposed by
projection on the corresponding dimensions and application of a
permutation operator
(for Rd) with Λs = [λ1s, λ2s, ...λds ] being the set of corresponding regularization pa-
rameters. Therefore multidimensional penalty operator (PQs ) has the representation
(2.9) PQs =
d∑
i=1
λisΨ
qi
s where Ψ
qi
s = Pe
s
i
TDqiTDqiPesi
For illustrating the penalty structure, we have presented a test case in Figure 1.
Here we have the X-Y plane as the approximation domain. Assuming at any scale
s, Θsqr = [θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4]. Depending on the location of these basis function (in the
data space), we have the following permutation operators
Pesx =

1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
 Pesy =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

giving us Θsx = [θ1, θ3, θ2, θ4] and Θ
s
y = [θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4] (coefficients according to the
ordering R (≤) as described before).
Hence we have the following analogous problem formulation to (2.3) for the L-2
regularization network in higher dimensions
(2.10) Asf = arg min
f˜∈Γs
[
1
n
||Y − T sf˜ ||22 +
d∑
i=i
λis||J isf˜ ||2Hs
]
and rewriting it with basis and penalty operators, we obtain the following regu-
larization network problem.
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Algorithm 1 Main Algorithm
1: INPUT:
Parameters: (T > 0,M > 1) ∈ R2
Dataset : D = {(xi, yi) ∈ Ωx × Ωy}ni=1
Prediction points: Xm ⊂ Ωx
2: OUTPUT:
Convergence length scale: t ∈ R
Sparse model : Xt ⊆ X,Ct ∈ R|Xt|
Sparse representation: Dt = (Xt, Yt) ⊆ D
Predictions at Xm: Pm ∈ Rm, stdm ∈ Rm
3: Initialize: s = 0, ls = 0, Th = 0
4: while ls < n do
5: Compute covariance kernel: Gs on X with s = T/M
s
6: Update numerical rank for current scale: ls = rank(Gs)
7: Remove sampling bias: W = AGs with A = [ai,j ] ∈ Rk×n( ai,j ∼ N (0, 1))
8: Generate permutation information: WPqr = QR
9: Produce sparse representation and corresponding bases: (Xs, Ys) and B
s
10: [Λˆs, Qˆ, Costs]← GCV model evaluate(Bs, D) (illustrated in 2.19)
11: Compute the optimal weights: Θˆsqr from (2.13)
12: if s == 0 or Costs < Th :
13: [t, t, Xt, Yt, Ct,Λt, Qt, Th]← [s, s, Xs, Ys, Θˆsqr, Λˆs, Qˆ, Costs]
14: Update scale: s = s+ 1
15: end while
16: Pm ← Predict mean(t, Xt, Ct, Xm) (Algorithm 2)
17: stdm ← Predict CI(t, Xt, Ct, Xm,Λt, Qt, D) (Algorithm 3)
18: return [t, (Xt, Ct), (Xt, Yt), Pm, stdm]
(2.11) min
Θsqr∈R|Xs|
[
1
n
||Y −BsΘsqr||22 + ΘsqrTPQs Θsqr
]
2.2. Fitting the regularization network at multiple scales. The theory of
regularization networks has been developed closely in relation to the Vapnik’s ideas
on statistical learning theory [49]. If we have a finite set of training data, then the
approximation has to be constrained to a small hypothesis space (Γs). This con-
cept has been formalized through the capacity of a set and controlling its capacity
for proper generalizable approximations. This implementation of capacity control
exactly corresponds to finding the optimal Λs for a justified trade-off. In this re-
search, we implement and analyze the performance of Generalized Cross-Validation
(GCV ) for evaluating the performance (quality) of the model at a particular scale.
The scale with the minimum optimized GCV metric is regarded as the convergence
scale [41] and the corresponding regularization network is declared as the winner
and the most suitable for modeling the given dataset D
Working with the regularization problem (2.11), if we differentiate the cost func-
tion with respect to Θsqr, we obtain the normal equations
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(2.12)
[
1
n
BsTBs + PQs
]
Θˆsqr =
1
n
BsTY
giving us the Θˆsqr as a function of hyperparameters Λs = [λ
1
s, λ
2
s, ...λ
d
s ]
(2.13) Θˆsqr(Λˆs) =
[
BsTBs + nP̂Qs
]−1
BsTY
Here P̂Qs represents the estimated penalty operator PQs (2.9) after substituting
optimal hyperparameters Λs(represented as Λˆs). Therefore, the whole objective
of model fitting on the dataset reduces to choosing the right Λs(hyperparameters
quantifying regularization along each dimension). Moving forward, we discuss the
main algorithm which precisely does this for all the competing, scale dependent
regularization networks and chooses the one with the highest generalizable per-
formance. If two scales have the same model fitting cost, then the one with less
complexity is chosen (less number of data points in the sparse set Xs).
Our approach (Algorithm 1), takes a dataset, where a data point xi ∈ Rd is
mapped to an observed value yi ∈ R. In matrix form Y = (y1, y2, ....yn) values
are obtained at data points X = {x1, x2, ...., xn} (Y ∈ Rn and X ∈ Rn×d). The
scalars [T,M ] ∈ R2 are the algorithmic hyperparameters defined by the user. These
choices inform the structure of the positive definite function (K : Rd × Rd → R)
used in the algorithm. Here we work with the squared exponential kernel (2.14) [40]
for mapping the covariance structure and generating the space of trial functions Γs
(2.2) at each scale s.
(2.14) Gs(xi, xj) = exp
(
−||xi − xj ||
2
s
)
; s =
T
Ms
Here s is the length scale parameter determining the support of the basis set at
scale s. M is assumed to be 2 (Based on [4]). This choice of M reduces the length
scale of the kernel (Gs) by a factor of 0.5 at each scale increment, providing an
intuitive understanding of how the support of basis functions is adapted to scale
variation. Furthermore, if we assume the diameter of the dataset to be distance
between the most distant pair of datapoints, then T is given by
(2.15) T = 2(Diameter(X)/2)2
Besides these parameters, the algorithm also accepts Xm = (xi, x2, ..., xm) ⊂
Ωx ⊂ Rd, which represent the data points at which the user wants to predict the
underlying function.
In this section we explain how we infer the convergence scale (t) and the sparse
set Xt. The final prediction at the convergence scale will be explained in detail in
the following section. Given the Dataset D = {(xi, yi) ∈ Ωx × Ωy}ni=1, Algorithm
1 begins with the computation of the covariance operator Gs (2.14). However,
based on research such as [17, 20] , the distribution of the dataset might lead to ill-
conditioning of this covariance kernel. Therefore we carry out a column pivoted QR
decomposition to identify the space Γs (at each scale) which approximates the span
of the trial functions Ks(·, xj), [1 ≤ j ≤ n] at scale s (2.2). The QR decomposition
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is carried out on W (instead of Gs directly) for obtaining the Permutation matrix
Pqr. W is produced by the product of a random normal matrix A with the Gs.
Here we have A ∈ Rk×n with (ls = rank(Gs)) ≤ k ≤ n. For our experiments we
have assumed k = ls + 8 (as in [4]), which means we sample 8 additonal rows to
account for numerical round-offs during the QR decomposition. The permutation
matrix Pqr produced by the decomposition captures the information content of each
column of W. Pqr is then used to extract independent columns with the biggest
norm contributions (forming the bases set Bs) along with the observation points
(Xs) these columns correspond to in the covariance kernel Gs. The ordering of
basis functions in Bs (governed by Pqr and representing the information content
in decreasing order) determine the ordering of θxi ∈ Θsqr (here xi ∈ Xs). The
dimension of the bases comes from the numerical rank (ls) of Gs estimated by
strategies such as a Rank Revealing − QR or a SV D decomposition. Finally
GCV model evaluate subroutine is called which fits the regularization network at
the current scale. In essence we follow the ideas from [50] for solving a penalized
objective of the form (2.11), and thus minimize the Generalized Cross Validation
metric which is given as
(2.16) GCVs(Λs) =
1
n
||(I − U(Λs))Y ||2/
[ 1
n
Tr(I − U(Λs))
]2
where U(Λs) is the influence matrix satisfying
(2.17) T s(Asf) = U(Λs)Y
(2.18) Thus U(Λs) = B
s
[
BsTBs + nPQs
]−1
BsT
Here the objective is to find the optimal penalty vector Λs. However, besides the
regularization parameters (λis), we also have to find a suitable penalty order across
each dimension Q = [q1, q2, ..., qd]. So, for every dimension i, we just consider qi = 1
and 2 (higher order penalties were found to oversmooth approximations weakening
the local structure), and choose the final penalty vector Q (composed of either
1st or 2nd order penalties across each dimension), that lead to a overall smallest
GCVs(Λs). Hence, in essence we are solving the following formulation:
(2.19) Costs = min
Λs>0
Q|qi∈{1,2}
GCVs, with [Λˆs, Qˆ] = arg min
Λs>0
Q|qi∈{1,2}
GCVs
GCV model evaluate from Algorithm 1 implements this optimization problem.
Here Λs > 0 refers to λ
i
s > 0 ∀i
Therefore, when Algorithm 1 exits the while loop (after covariance kernel be-
comes numerically full rank), we obtain the convergence scale t (the scale with the
minimum Costs (2.19)), the sparse set Xt and corresponding coordinate of pro-
jection Ct (Ct is same as Θ
s
qr at optimal scale s = t in (2.13)). Thus, we have
the sparse representation Dt = (Xt, Yt) and the sparse model (Xt, Ct) for
dataset D.
One additional thing to discuss in Algorithm 1 (before we move on to the
Predict mean() and Predict CI() functions in Algorithm 2 and 3 respectively)
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is the termination condition for the while loop. For that we provide the following
result
Theorem 1. The number of while loop iterations for Algorithm 1 are finite and
grow with data size n at O(log2(n))
Proof. Following the work of [4] , if φ represents the precision of rank for the
Gaussian kernel matrix, then we can define its numerical rank as
(2.20) lφs (Gs) = #
(
j :
σj(Gs)
σ0(Gs)
≥ φ
)
where σj(Gs) is the j
th largest singular value of Gs. Also if we assume |Vi|
represents the length of the bounding box of the data in ith (i ∈ [1, d]) dimension,
then given the length scale parameter s, the rank of the Gaussian kernel can be
bounded above as
(2.21) lφs (Gs) ≤
d∏
i=1
(
2|Vi|
pi
√
−1s ln(φ−1) + 1
)
Then using proposition 3.7 in [4], we recall the fact that numerical rank of the
gaussian kernel matrix is proportional to the volume of the minimum bounding box
V ol = V1 × V2 × .... × Vd and to −d/2s . Therefore for a fixed data distribution,
following relation holds
(2.22) lφs (Gs) ∝ −d/2s ∝ 2sd
Hence numerical rank (ls) of Gs increases exponentially with scale s until it
becomes full rank (ls = n). The result directly follows from here also establishing
the finiteness of the while loop. 
Algorithm 2 Predict mean(t, Xt, Ct, Xm)
1: INPUT:
Length scale parameter : t ∈ R
Sparse model : (Xt, Ct)
Prediction points: Xm ⊂ Ωx
2: OUTPUT:
Prediction at Xm: Pm ∈ Rm
3: Compute prediction bases: Btm for Xt and Xm (using t (2.14))
4: Compute mean prediction: Pm = B
t
mCt (2.23)
5: return Pm
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2.3. Inference at convergence scale (t). Algorithm 1 defined the steps for ob-
taining the convergence scale t, the sparse subset Xt and corresponding coordinate
of projection Ct (within While loop) for modeling the dataset D. However, given
a proper approximation space (Γt spanned by bases centered at the sparse set Xt),
the second step in modeling is always to generalize this inference over the entire
domain. Hence, we use the obtained sparse model (Xt, Ct) to make inference at
new data points of interest (Algorithm 2 and 3).
Algorithm 3 Predict CI(t, Xt, Ct, Xm,Λt, Qt, D)
1: INPUT:
Length scale parameter : t ∈ R
Sparse model : (Xt, Ct)
Prediction points: Xm ⊂ Ωx
Hyperparameters: Λt ∈ Rd, Qt ∈ Rd
Data: D
2: OUTPUT:
Confidence Interval for prediction at Xm: stdm ∈ Rm
3: Compute data bases: Bt for Xt and X (using t (2.14))
4: Compute U(Λt): from (2.18) using B
t, Λt and Qt
5: Compute T t(Atf): BtCt
6: Compute σˆ2 : substitute Y, T t(Atf), U(Λt) in (2.24)
7: Compute prediction bases: Btm for Xt and Xm (using t)
8: Compute the interval (stdm): substitute computed quantities in (2.25)
9: return stdm
Starting with the procedure for getting predictions at data points Xm defined in
Predict mean() - shown as Algorithm 2, we formulate the set of bases centered at
the sparse set Xt with respect to the prediction location Xm (represented as B
t
m),
giving the following representation for approximation of the underlying process f
restricted to the set Xm
(2.23) Pm = Atf |Xm = BtmCt
where Ct (referred to as coordinate of projection) is obtained from Algorithm
1. It is crucial to note here, that for producing these approximations, we just
needed the sparse model - (Xt, Ct). We don’t need access to the full dataset D.
This characteristic of the approach can lead to massive storage and computational
savings.
Again, following the ideas of [50], we have presented the steps for getting the
confidence intervals (CI) in Algorithm 3 (Predict CI()). Here we use an empirical
unbiased estimate of σ2ε for these confidence bounds.
(2.24) σˆ2ε =
||Y − T t(Atf)||22
dfres
Here dfres represents the degree of freedom for the residual for which we use
the non-parametric estimate dfres = n − 2 · tr(U(Λt)) + tr(U(Λt) · U(Λt)T ) (with
U(Λt) as defined in (2.18) at s = t). Here tr is the trace operator. Following
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the recommendation of [41], the standard deviation for the error term could be
estimated as
ŝtdm((Atf)(x
∗)− f(x∗)) = σˆε
√
Bt(x∗)
[
BtTBt + nP̂Qt
]−1
Bt(x∗)T(2.25)
Now, it is straightforward to state that 100(1−αc)% confidence intervals will be
written as
(2.26) Atf(x
∗)± t
(
1− αc
2
; dfres
)
ŝtdm((Atf)(x
∗)− f(x∗))
Unlike mean approximation Atf |Xm , unfortunately, if we want to augment our
predictions at new data points Xm with confidence bounds, then we need to go back
to the full dataset D. This is because in (2.25), we need to compute Bt ∈ R|X|×|Xt|
which involves full data X.
3. Approximation properties
For developing the results in this section, we have taken ideas from [31, 30, 22, 16].
Here many of the proofs developed consider Y ∈ Dom(T †) with Y ∈ Ker(T †) as
a special case. Our first main result provides an inner product representation for
the approximation Asf to f , produced at scale s. This alternate representation
will help us with a more precise consistency and error analysis. Defining δx as
the evaluational functional for f , i.e. δx(f) = f(x) gives us the dual space H∗s ={∑
xj∈X cjδ
s
xj
}
, and by assuming the traditional definition of norm in this dual
space, we have
(3.1) Ks(x, y) =< Ks(x, ·),Ks(y, ·) >Hs=< δsx, δsy >H∗s x, y ∈ Ω
Definition 1. Let the pointwise error functional at any data point x ∈ Ωx has a
representation
(3.2) ExΛs = δ
s
x −MTΛs(x)δsX
Here Λs = [λ
1
s, ..., λ
d
s ] is the optimal set of regularization parameters in d-dimensions.
δsx is identified as the Riesz representation of the evaluation functional at x in the
dual space of Hs and MΛs represented as MΛs(x) = [M1Λs(x),M2Λs(x), ...,MnΛs(x)] ∈
Rn, is a set of n appropriate functions (M jΛs depends on xj ∈ X) evaluated at x ∈ X.
Then, given such a representation, we denote the magnitude of expected pointwise
approximation error as
(3.3) Error(x) = |f(x)− E[Asf ](x)| = |δsx(f)−MTΛs(x)δsX(f)| = |ExΛs(f)|
Hence from this definition, with some appropriate set of n functions {M jΛs},
evaluated at x ∈ Ωx, we have E[Asf ](x) = MTΛs(x)δsX(f).
Moving further, we again define a semi-norm which relates the penalty in mul-
tiple dimensions (denoted by PQs (2.9)) to the behavior of the basis functions Bs
spanning the approximation space. In essence, this formalizes constraining of the
approximation space to limit its capacity.
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Definition 2. For bases Bs at scale s, we define a semi-inner product and the
corresponding semi-norm in n-dimensional Euclidean space as
(3.4)
〈
a, b
〉
Ts
= aTTsb ||a||Ts =
〈
a, a
〉1/2
Ts
, a, b ∈ Rn
where Ts is a self adjoint operator satisfying the relation
(3.5) Pqr|XsTsBs = nPQs
Here Pqr|Xs =
[
I|Xs| | 0
]
Pqr, with Pqr being the permutation operator for col-
umn pivoted QR in Algorithm 1, and I|Xs| is a |Xs|-dimensional identity matrix.
PQs is the total penalty operator in multiple dimensions.
Now, with the representation of error functional as in (3.2), we state the following
result.
Theorem 2. The solution MˆΛs(x) to the penalized error minimization problem
(3.6) MˆΛs(x) = arg min
MΛs (x)∈Rn
[
||ExΛs ||2H∗s + ||MΛs(x)||2Ts
]
satisfies the inner product representations < Y, MˆΛs(x) >= (Asf)(x) for Asf and
< T sf, MˆΛs(x) >= E[Asf ](x) for mean approximation E[Asf ] at any x ∈ Ωx.
Proof. Starting with the error functional norm
||ExΛs ||2H∗s =< δsx −MTΛs(x)δsX , δsx −MTΛs(x)δsX >H∗s
= ||δsx||2H∗s − 2MTΛs(x)δsXδsx +MTΛs(x)δsXδsX
TMΛs(x)
Therefore the quantity to be minimized from (3.6) can be written as
(3.7) ||δsx||2H∗s − 2MTΛs(x)δsXδsx +MTΛs(x)δsXδsX
TMΛs(x) +M
T
Λs(x)TsMΛs(x)
Now, based on the property of dual space, we know at scale s,
< δsa, δ
s
b >H∗s= K
s(a, b)
Also, let Rs(x) = δ
s
Xδ
s
x = (K
s(x, x1),K
s(x, x2), ....,K
s(x, xn)) ∈ Rn and Gs =
δsXδ
s
X
T . Now, differentiating (3.7) with respect to MΛs(x) and setting it to 0 gives
(3.8) Rs(x) = GsMΛs + TsMΛs
Now, since Gs has a rank of ls at scale s which is also true for orthogonal
projection operator for Bs (given as Bs(BsTBs)−1BsT ). Therefore in order to
sample independent equations from the system (3.8), we use the same method as
in Algorithm 1. We again create the matrix W (= AGs) and carry out a column
pivoted QR decomposition WPqr = QR. Now applying the permutation operator
Pqr on system (3.8) and sampling the first ls equation.
PqrRs(x) = PqrGsMΛs + PqrTsMΛs(x)
For sampling first |Xs| (the cardinality of the sparse set Xs is ls) equations and
to remove redundancy, pre-multiplying by
[
I|Xs| | 0
]
Rs(x)|Xs = BsTMΛs +
[
I|Xs| | 0
]
PqrTsMΛs(x)
Using the relation from (3.5)[
I|Xs| | 0
]
PqrTsB
s = nPQs (BsTBs)−1BsTBs
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=⇒ [I|Xs| | 0]PqrTs = nPQs (BsTBs)−1BsT
Putting it back, we get
Rs(x)|Xs = BsTMΛs + nPQs (BsTBs)−1BsTMΛs(x)
= (BsTBs + nPQs )(BsTBs)−1BsTMΛs(x)
Therefore, BsTMΛs(x) = (B
sTBs)(BsTBs + nPQs )−1Rs(x)|Xs
=⇒ MˆΛs(x) = Bs(BsTBs + nPQs )−1Rs(x)|Xs
Hence,
< T sf, MˆΛs(x) > =< T sf,Bs(BsTBs + nPQs )−1Rs(x)|Xs >
= Bs(x)(BsTBs + nPQs )−1BsT (T sf)
= Bs(x)(BsTBs + nPQs )−1BsTE[Y ] = E[(Asf)(x)]
With < Y, MˆΛs(x) >= B
s(x)(BsTBs+nPQs )−1BsTY the proof is concluded 
3.1. Consistency analysis. In this section, we study the behavior of the of the
problem formulation 2.10, when we relax the smoothness constraining enforced by
the difference based penalty. The results in this section show that as we make
the constraints inactive in our penalized formulation, the produced approximation
tends to the unconstrained solution in the same RKHS, establishing the consistency
of our constraining procedure.
Definition 3. Defining λ∞s ∈ R as an upper bound to the set Λs (other than the
least upper bound) such that
(3.9) lim
λ∞s →0
(λis/λ
∞
s )→ 0 ∀i ∈ [1, d] ∩ N
Now, we will provide a corollary (to Theorem 2) explaining the behavior of
MˆΛs(x) as λ
∞
s tends to 0
Corollary 2.1. The solution to the penalized objective (3.6) in the limit λ∞s → 0
is the orthogonal projection on the approximation space defined by Bs. Thus on
solving
(3.10) Mˆ0(x) = lim
λ∞s →0
MˆΛs(x) = lim
λ∞s →0
(
arg min
MΛs (x)∈Rn
[
||ExΛs ||2H∗s + ||MΛs(x)||2Ts
])
we get Mˆ0(x) = B
s(BsTBs)−1Rs(x)|Xs satisfying < Y, Mˆ0(x) >= (Asf)0(x) .
Proof. The proof directly follows from Theorem 2 and using (3.9) as λ∞s → 0. 
In Corollary 2.1 we have mentioned the approximation (Asf)0, that is obtained
by orthogonally projecting on Bs. Hence (Asf)0(x) = B
s(x)(BsTBs)−1BsTY .
Next, we provide a theorem relating (Asf)0 to Asf . This result provides an un-
derstanding of the behavior of the produced approximation as constraints become
active. However, before getting to the main results we start with a lemma. This
lemma provides a tractable representation of inner product of the optimal approx-
imation (Asf) at scale s with any other function f˜ in the same space (note that
Asf , f˜ ∈ Γs).
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Lemma 1. The weighted sum of inner products of projection components for
Asf, f˜ ∈ Γs along each penalized dimension, admits the Euclidean inner product
representation
(3.11)
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(Asf), J
i
s(f˜)
〉
Hs
= (1/n)
〈
Y − T s(Asf), T sf˜
〉
Proof. We begin our proof by defining a semi-inner product
〈
·, ·
〉
Λs
on Rn × Rn
(3.12)
〈
(U1, U2), (V1, V2)
〉
Λs
=
1
n
〈
U1, V1
〉
+
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(T s†U2), J is(T s†V2)
〉
Hs
Here U1, U2, V1, V2 ∈ Rn. For it to be a valid norm we also assume U2, V2 ∈
Dom(T s†) at scale s. Correspondingly we also obtain the semi-inner product in-
duced semi-norm || · ||Λs on Rn × Rn
||(U, V )||2Λs =
1
n
||U ||22 +
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(T s†V )||2Hs
Now, it can be easily seen that the solution of the Regularized Network at scale s
(problem (2.10)) can be expressed in || · ||Λs as follows.
||(Y, 0)− (T s(Asf), T s(Asf))||2Λs = inf
f˜∈Γs
||(Y, 0)− (T sf˜ , T sf˜)||2Λs
Therefore, since (Y, 0)−(T s(Asf), T s(Asf)) would be orthogonal to all (T sf˜ , T sf˜) ∈
Rn × Rn by the property of projections in finite dimensional spaces. Therefore,〈
((Y, 0)− (T s(Asf), T s(Asf)), (T sf˜ , T sf˜)
〉
Λs
= 0 ∀f˜ ∈ Γn
=⇒ 1
n
〈
Y − T s(Asf), T sf˜
〉
−
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(Asf), J
i
s(f˜)
〉
Hs
= 0 using (3.12)
Thus, the result follows 
Coming back to the relation of Asf and (Asf)0, we now have the following first
result
Theorem 3. For any Λs = [λ
1
s, λ
2
s, ....., λ
d
s ] > 0 ∈ Rd, solution Asf to problem 2.10
satisfies
• Pythagoras Theorem
(3.13) ||Y − T s(Asf)||22 = ||Y − T s(Asf)0||22 + ||T s(Asf)0 − T s(Asf)|||22
• Best approximation, if (Asf)0|X is observed instead of Y. Modifying (2.10)
(3.14) Asf = arg min
f˜∈Γs
[
1
n
||T s(Asf)0 − T sf˜ ||22 +
d∑
i=1
λis||J isf˜ ||2Hs
]
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Proof. (a): substituting Λs = 0 in Lemma 1, we get
〈
Y − T s(Asf)0, T sf˜
〉
= 0
Using this,
||Y − T sf˜ ||22 = ||Y − T s(Asf)0 + T s(Asf)0 − T sf˜ ||22
= ||Y − T s(Asf)0||22 + 2
〈
Y − T s(Asf)0, T s(Asf)0 − T sf˜
〉
+ ||T s(Asf)0 − T sf˜ ||22
= ||Y − T s(Asf)0||22 + ||T s(Asf)0 − T sf˜ ||22
Replacing T sf˜ by T s(Asf) completes the proof
(b): For proving the approximation property, we subtract
〈
Y−T s(Asf)0, T sf˜
〉
=
0 from (3.11), we get
1
n
〈
Y − T s(Asf), T sf˜
〉
− 1
n
〈
Y − T s(Asf)0, T sf˜
〉
=
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(Asf), J
i
sf˜
〉
Hs
Therefore, following Lemma 1, Asf is again an optimal solution for the case when
T s(Asf)0 was observed instead of Y 
Again using the following result from Lemma 1,
(3.15)
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(Asf), J
i
s(f˜)
〉
Hs
= (1/n)
〈
Y − T s(Asf), T sf˜
〉
we now state our second main result that quantifies the rate of convergence of
approximation Asf to (Asf)0 and T s(Asf) to T s(Asf)0, in Hs and n-dimensional
Euclidean space respectively, as constraints are being rendered inactive.
Theorem 4. Approximations Asf and T s(Asf) converge to the unconstrained
solutions (Asf)0 and T s(Asf)0 in Hs and Rn respectively as λ∞s → 0, according
to the following convergence order (g is some finite positive constant).
lim
λ∞s →0
||Asf − (Asf)0||2Hs ≤ limλ∞s →0ng
2λ∞s
d∑
i=1
||Js(T s†Y )||2Hs → 0 : O(λ∞s ) in Hs
lim
λ∞s →0
2
λ∞s
||T s(Asf)− T s(Asf)0||22 → 0 : o(λ∞s ) in Rn
Proof. For any function f˜ ∈ Γs, we define a norm as ||f˜ ||Γs = ||T sf˜ ||2. Since Γs is
finite dimensional, therefore norm || · ||Γs and || · ||Hs would be equivalent on Γs .
Thus there would be a constant g (> 0) such that
(3.16) ||f˜ ||Hs ≤ g||f˜ ||Γs
Using the result from Lemma 1 and substituting f˜ = T s†Y −Asf
(3.17)
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(Asf), J
i
s(T s†Y )
〉
Hs
−
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(Asf), J
i
s(Asf)
〉
Hs
=
(1/n)
〈
Y − T s(Asf), Y − T s(Asf)
〉
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On rearranging, we get
(3.18)
1
n
||Y − T s(Asf)||22 +
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(Asf)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2
Hs
=
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(Asf), J
i
s(T s†Y )
〉
Hs
≤
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(Asf)||Hs ||J is(T s†Y )||Hs
Which directly leads to the inequality
(3.19)
1
n
||Y − T s(Asf)||22 ≤
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(T s†Y )||2Hs ≤ λ∞s
d∑
i=1
||J is(T s†Y )||2Hs
Also, putting f˜ = Asf − (Asf)0 in (3.16) and using (3.13), we additionally get
(3.20) ||Asf − (Asf)0||2Hs ≤ g2||T s(Asf)− T s(Asf)0||22 ≤ g2||Y − T s(Asf)||22
Using (3.19) and (3.20), the first statement of the theorem follows
||Asf − (Asf)0||2Hs ≤ ng2λ∞s
d∑
i=1
||J is(T s†Y )||2Hs
For the second result, we begin with
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(Asf − T s†Y )||2Hs =
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(Asf)||2Hs +
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(T s†Y )||2Hs−
2
d∑
i=1
λis
〈
J is(Asf), J
i
s(T s†Y )
〉
Hs
On rearranging and using (3.18), we get
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(Asf − T s†Y )||2Hs =
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(Asf)||2Hs +
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(T s†Y )||2Hs−
2
[
1
n
||Y − T s(Asf)||22 +
d∑
i=1
λis||J is(Asf)||2Hs
]
On further solving and normalizing by λ∞s we get
2
nλ∞s
||Y − T s(Asf)||22 =
d∑
i=1
λis
λ∞s
||J is(T s†Y )||2Hs−
d∑
i=1
λis
λ∞s
||J is(Asf)||2Hs −
d∑
i=1
λis
λ∞s
||J is(Asf − T s†Y )||2Hs
Using (3.13)
2
nλ∞s
||T s(Asf)− T s(Asf)0||22 ≤
d∑
i=1
λis
λ∞s
||J is(T s†Y )||2Hs−
d∑
i=1
λis
λ∞s
||J is(Asf)||2Hs −
d∑
i=1
λis
λ∞s
||J is(Asf − T s†Y )||2Hs
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Now, looking at R.H.S of equation above and using (3.16)
||J is(Asf − T s†Y )||Hs ≤ ||J is||Hs ||T s†Y −Asf ||Hs ≤ g||J is||Hs ||Y − T s(Asf)||2
Thus with λ∞s → 0 from part previous result ||J is(Asf − T s†Y )||Hs → 0. Also
||J is(T s†Y )||Hs − ||J is(Asf)||Hs ≤ ||J is(Asf)− J is(T s†Y )||Hs
Now, since λis tends to 0 faster than λ
∞
s , therefore we conclude
2
nλ∞s
||T s(Asf)− T s(Asf)0||22 → 0 as λ∞s → 0
Hence the proof follows 
3.2. Bounding the approximation behavior. In this section we analyze the
behavior of the approximation produced at individual scales. We provide three
results consisting of bounds on the (i) scale dependent approximation operator As
(ii) scale dependent approximation at a point Asf(x) (iii) scale dependent mean
approximation error at a point Error(x) = |f(x)−E[Asf ](x)|. The goal is to show
that our formulation behaves in a stable manner as the model is trained to learn
from data.
The starting result provides a bound for the approximation at any scale s with
respect to the L∞ topology for a compact domain Ω ∈ Rd
Theorem 5. The approximation Asf has a L∞ upper bound
(3.21) ||Asf ||L∞ ≤ P s∞||Y ||∞
with P s∞ following the bounds
(3.22) ||U(Λs)M0||2 ≤ P s∞ ≤ ||U(Λs)M0||1
where U(Λs) is defined in (2.18) and M0 is from corollary 2.1
Proof. We begin with the definition of approximation Asf expressed as an inner
product as in Theorem 2
||Asf ||L∞ = max
x∈Ω
|Asf(x)| = max
x∈Ω
∣∣∣ ∑
xj∈X
yjM
j
Λs
(x)
∣∣∣ ≤ max
x∈Ω
∑
xj∈X
|yjM jΛs(x)|
≤ max
x∈Ω
∑
xj∈X
|yj | · |M jΛs(x)| ≤ P s∞||Y ||∞ where P s∞ = maxx∈Ω
n∑
j=1
|M jΛs(x)|
Now, for establishing bounds on P s∞, we proceed as follows. Let x
∗ ∈ Ω be the
data point at which the
∑n
j=1 |M jΛs(x)| is maximized.
P s∞ =
n∑
j=1
|M jΛs(x∗)| =
n∑
j=1
|δsx∗M jΛs | ≤
n∑
j=1
||δsx∗ ||H∗s ||M jΛs ||Hs =
n∑
j=1
||M jΛs ||Hs
The last equality here comes from the assumed normalization : ||δsx||2H∗s = 1.
Using the expression for M jΛs from Theorem 2.
(3.23)
< M jΛs ,M
j
Λs
>Hs= e
T
j B
s(BsTBs+nPQs )−1Rs|XsRTs |Xs(BsTBs+nPQs )−1BsT ej
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(3.24) = eTj B
s(BsTBs + nPQs )−1BsTBs(BsTBs)−1Rs|Xs
RTs |XsBsTBs(BsTBs)−1(BsTBs + nPQs )−1BsT ej
Now realizing
Bs(BsTBs + nPQs )−1BsT = U(Λs) and Bs(BsTBs)−1Rs|Xs = M0
we get
< M jΛs ,M
j
Λs
>Hs= e
T
j U(Λs)M0M
T
0 U
T (Λs)ej
If, Uj(Λs) represents the j
th influence vector, then we get
< M jΛs ,M
j
Λs
>Hs= | < Uj(Λs),M0 > |2 =⇒ ||M jΛs ||Hs = | < Uj(Λs),M0 > |
Therefore we get the upper bound on P s∞ as
(3.25) P s∞ ≤
n∑
j=1
| < Uj(Λs),M0 > | = ||U(Λs)M0||1
For computing the lower bound, we again begin with the fact that,
P s∞ = max
x∈Ωs
||MΛs(x)||1 ≥ max
x∈Ωs
||MΛs(x)||2 = ||MΛs ||2
However from the computations for upper bound and Theorem 2, we infer
< MΛs ,MΛs >Hs= ||U(Λs)M0||22
Thus establishing the stated theorem 
Proceeding further we provide a result which bounds the approximation pro-
duced by the proposed approach at any data point x ∈ Ωx and scale s
Corollary 5.1. The approximation at any x ∈ Ωx is bounded in the sense
(3.26) |Asf(x)| ≤ ||U(Λs)M0||1||Y ||∞
Proof. The proof follows similar steps to the previous theorem. Beginning with the
inner product representation of the approximation
|Asf(x)| =
n∑
j=1
|yjM jΛs(x)| ≤
n∑
j=1
|yj | · |M jΛs(x)| ≤ ||Y ||∞
n∑
j=1
|M jΛs(x)|
Thus, by referring to the upper bound in Theorem 5, the result follows 
Now, as stated earlier, we provide bounds for the error in approximation at any
new data point
Theorem 6. The pointwise approximation error (in definition 1) for any x ∈ Ωx
(3.27) Error(x) = |f(x)− E[Asf ](x)| = |δsx(f)−MTΛs(x)δsX(f)| = |ExΛs(f)|
follows the upper bound
Error(x) ≤ (1− a)||f ||Hs
Where a = MT0 (x)U(Λs)Rs(x)
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Proof. Starting with the the optimal value of MΛs(x) obtained in Theorem 2
(3.28) MΛs(x) = B
s(BsTBs + nPQs )−1R(x)|Xs
Substituting it in the squared error functional norm
||ExΛs ||2H∗s =< δsx −MTΛs(x)δsX , δsx −MTΛs(x)δsX >H∗s
= ||δsx||2H∗s − 2MTΛs(x)δsXδsx +MTΛs(x)δsXδsX
TMΛs(x)
= ||δx||2H∗s − 2MTΛs(x)Rs(x) +MTΛs(x)GsMΛs(x)
Starting with the second term
MTΛs(x)Rs(x) = R(x)|TXs(BsTBs + nPQs )−1BsTRs(x)
= R(x)|TXs(BsTBs)−1(BsTBs)(BsTBs + nPQs )−1BsTRs(x)
= MT0 (x)U(Λs)Rs(x)
Coming to the third term,MTΛs(x)GsM
s
Λs
(x)
= R(x)|TXs(BsTBs + nPQs )−1BsTGsBs(BsTBs + nPQs )−1R(x)|Xs
= MT0 (x)U(Λs)Rs(x)R
T
s (x)U
T (Λs)M0(x)
Therefore
(3.29) ||ExΛs ||2H∗s = 1− 2a+ a2 where a = MT0 (x)U(Λs)Rs(x)
Now, coming back to the single point evaluation error representation as discussed
earlier
(3.30) Error(x) = |ExΛs(f)| ≤ ||ExΛs ||H∗s ||f ||Hs
Hence the result follows. 
4. Results
In this section, we present the results of the proposed hierarchical approach on
univariate and multivariate synthetic datasets [45] along with performance analysis
on a time series dataset from remote sensing literature [33]. This makes sense as
simulated datasets can test the modeling capability with respect to the truth and
application on real datasets can test the behavior of the proposed method on the
challenges which come with the real observations.
Firstly we begin with the application on two test functions (shown in Figure
2). The univariate function here shows noisy data sampled from the 1-d Schwefel
function [45](in (a) and (b)) . The non-convexity of this function coupled with sharp
curvature changes is expected to pose a good challenge for any noisy data modeling
procedure. The multivariate function here ((c) and (d)) pose similar challenges but
in higher dimensions.
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Figure 2. (a) and (b): Univariate test function. (a) shows the
the 1-d Schwefel function along with the sampled noisy data. (b)
here just shows this sampled data to give a visual intuition. (c)
and (d): Multivariate test function. Here we show the bi-variate
Bohachevsky function which we use for our analysis. Plot in (c)
shows the true function whereas the plot (d) shows the noisy data
sampled from it.
4.1. Understanding the behavior with scales. Considering the univariate test
function, Figure 3 provides an intuitive understanding of the behavior of the ap-
proach across the scales. Here, starting with scale 0, we show that at each scale
increment, more and more points are chosen in the sparse representation leading
to the corresponding improvement in the produced approximation. Here we also
compute compression ratio at scale s (comps) defined as
(4.1) comps = 1− ls
n
; (ls is the cardinality of Xs)
Therefore a value of comps closer to 1 shows that very few observations were
selected in the sparse representation and hence represents good compression being
achieved. Starting with scale 0 (Figure 3), the cost of fitting quantified as the
optimal GCV value was observed to achieve a minima at scale 7 (details are shown
in Table 1), establishing it as the convergence scale (t). This is also evident from
the quality of the approximation produced at scale 7 (in Figure 3)). Moreover it
should be noted that the cost of fitting at convergence scale was even less than cost
of fitting with the full datasets (Table 1). This is intuitive since here we are trying
to find a trade-off between model complexity and generalization capability.
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Univariate Function Multivariate Function
Scale comps Costs q
opt comps Costs q
opt
x q
opt
y
0 0.94 4.99e-02 1 0.98 4.30e-02 1 1
1 0.93 3.26e-02 1 0.97 4.35e-02 1 1
2 0.92 2.22e-02 1 0.95 2.60e-02 1 1
3 0.90 1.83e-02 1 0.93 1.59e-02 1 1
4 0.87 1.13e-02 2 0.89 1.19e-02 1 1
5 0.82 1.09e-02 1 0.81 3.58e-03 2 1
6 0.77 1.10e-02 1 0.68 3.04e-03 1 1
7 0.68 1.06e-02 2 0.43 2.90e-03 2 1
8 0.57 1.07e-02 2 0.08 2.92e-03 1 1
9 0.40 1.10e-02 2 0.00 3.10e-03 1 2
10 0.18 1.13e-02 2 - - - -
11 0.00 1.13e-02 2 - - - -
Table 1. Performance of the proposed approach on Univariate (1d
Schwefel) and Multivariate (Bohachevsky) test function. For Uni-
variate test function, we have shown the compression ratio comps
(4.1), optimal cost at scale s (2.19) and optimal penalty order q
for all scales (0 to 11 as shown in Figure 3). For the Multivariate
test function, the same analysis has been shown (with scales going
from 0 to 9 as shown in Figure 4). The optimal penalties in X and
Y direction is denoted by qoptx and q
opt
y respectively. Overall the
scale with the minimum fitting cost (Costs) is highlighted (t = 7)
for both cases.
Moving forward with the bi-variate test case, here, we show a similar analysis
in Figure 4. Here, the transparent surfaces sandwiching the mean approximation
show the ± 95%t-confidence intervals.
For better understanding of the performance and behavior of the algorithm on
the two test functions, we have presented the scalewise performance details in Table
1. Here we show the compression ratio (4.1) achieved with different scales along
with the optimal penalty order chosen at each scale of analysis for both the test
functions (qopt for univariate and qoptx , q
opt
y for multivariate case respectively). It
should be noted here that for the multivariate case (Table 1), we have shown the
optimal penalty order in both X and Y direction (which does not necessarily have
to be the same).
4.2. Application on real data. Here we consider the application of our approach
on time series of cm. equivalents of water height . These time series were derived
in [33] with the objective of studying changes in mass of ice around the globe (with
regions divided broadly as ice sheets, ice shelves, land and water). For our purpose
we consider 4 different time series here as shown in Figure 5. Here time series 1 and
2 are from Greenland showing the accumulation and ablation (melting) behavior
respectively. Time series 3 and 4 show this behavior for Antarctic ice sheet. Figure
6 then shows the approximation produced by our approach on these time series.
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Figure 3. Scale-wise performance and solution of the proposed
approach on univariate test function. With smaller sparse rep-
resentations, the approximation is oversmoothed at initial scales
with noticeable improvement as the scale increases. Scale 7 here
produces the best approximation. The legends are shown at the
bottom of the figure.
For time series 1, the approach is able to capture a rich structure from previous
noisy looking data. Here one other important thing to note is that all the points
were selected in the sparse representation to produce the best possible approxima-
tion. This further shows the nature of the approach to prefer good approximation
over a simpler model. For time series 2, we have a clear periodicity in the structure
of the data which is suitably captured by our approach. Moving further, time series
3 again shows one very important property of our approach. Here since the data is
very noisy, hence the sparse representation chosen is very small as compared to the
full dataset. This is because of the lack of structure in the data and hence a simpler
model leads to a better generalization performance. In the last time series (time
series 4), the algorithm again captures the periodicity in the data while choosing a
subset of the dataset as the optimal sparse representation for generating approxi-
mations. The compression ratios and the optimal penalty order for the test time
series are shown in Table 2.
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Figure 4. Scale-wise performance and solution of proposed ap-
proach on bi-variate test function. The light surface above and
below the mean approximation (magenta colored) shows the 95%
t-confidence intervals.
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Figure 5. Location of the test time series on the Greenland (time
series 1 in (a) and 2 in (b)) and Antarctic (time series 3 in (c) and
4 in (d)) ice sheets. We have chosen the time series from both
accumulation (near the center with more frequent snowing) and
ablation zones (near the edge with higher degree of fluctuations
and activity) of the ice sheets for testing the proposed approach
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Figure 6. Performance on the 4 time series from Greenland and
Antarctic Icesheets (shown in Figure 5) with 95%t-confidence in-
tervals.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a hierarchical regularization network based approach
to generate sparse representations for noisy datasets with Generalized Cross Vali-
dation (GCV) for model selection and fitting. We provided a detailed theoretical
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````````````Feature
Time Series
TS1 TS2 TS3 TS4
Convergence Scale (t) from 0 to 10 10 9 1 9
Compression ratio at s = t 0.00 0.22 0.91 0.22
Optimal Penalty at s = t (qopt) 2 2 1 1
Table 2. Performance details on the time series data (Figure 5).
Here we have used the acronym TS for Time Series.
framework for the approach particularly studying the approximation behavior cou-
pled with consistency and convergence.
These sparse representations were also shown to act as a model for the datasets
to produce good approximations at previously un-observed data points. For testing
the procedure, test datasets were picked from both simulations and observed real
data repositories. On all of these datasets the approach was found to perform well
providing an inference for the approximation with confidence intervals from the
generated sparse representations.
The next steps of this approach to sparse modeling with data reduction will be
to extend the approach to very large datasets through efficient distributed imple-
mentations and intelligent data structures. The quantification of model uncertainty
could also be further improved by Bayesian sampling approaches that can effectively
propagate the uncertainty of scale selection and inference of other parameters to
the final model outcome. These are expected to be a part of our future works.
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